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Welcome to Volume 11 of *The Person-Centered Journal*! This is the inaugural volume of a new editorial team. Jeff and I invite readers to contribute essays, session transcripts, book reviews, and research articles to the journal. If you are interested in serving as book review editor, transcript editor, or interview editor, please contact one of us. In this issue:

- Jerome Wilczynski investigates the empathic responses of graduate students in client-centered therapy courses.
- Marjorie Witty argues that directive client-centered therapies alter the core conditions of therapy and may disempower clients.
- Frans Cilli studies the effects of a person-centered workshop in diversity awareness that follows in the steps of Carl Rogers’ and Ruth Sanford’s work in South Africa.
- Jere Moorman and Will Stillwell revisit Rogers’ 40 year-old dialogue with the philosopher of science, Michael Polanyi.
- Alan Brice reports on his experiences with a client who lied; the client and a colleague comment.
- Marsha Smith explores the relationship between the person-centered approach and her spiritual journey.
- Michael Tursi and Leslie McCulloch pilot a study on the effectiveness of the person-centered approach with anxious and depressed clients.
- Art Bohart reviews *Miracle Moments: The nature of the mind’s power in relationships and psychotherapy* by Antonio Montiero dos Santos; Leslie McCulloch reviews Lisbeth Sommerbeck’s *The Client-Centred Therapist in Psychiatric Contexts* and Howard Kirschenbaum’s video on *Carl Rogers and the Person-Centered Approach*.

As Jon Rose announced in Volume 10, the *Journal* will be published annually, in December, unless submissions significantly increase. This publication schedule was affirmed again at the 2004 ADPCA annual meeting in Alaska. A year is a long time between issues, but just about right, given the current number of submissions. We hope you enjoy your journal!